Transfer of information about taste from the nucleus of the solitary tract to the parabrachial nucleus of the pons.
In the study of the neural code for gustation, the relative sensitivity of a cell to a variety of taste stimuli is defined as its response profile. To study the construction of response profiles from incoming signals, electrophysiological responses to NaCl, HCI, quinine-HCl, sucrose and Na saccharin were recorded simultaneously in pairs of single cells: one in the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) and the other in the parabrachial nucleus of the pons (PbN), respectively the first and second synapses in the central pathway for gustation. Of 37 units recorded in the NTS and 32 in the PbN, 12 (32%) pairs showed evidence of functional connectivity. Although PbN responses were significantly larger than those in the NTS in general, no amplification of NTS activity was apparent among those units that were functionally connected. Analysis of NTS-PbN connectivity patterns suggests that PbN units receive input from NTS units with response profiles that are both similar and different from their own pattern of sensitivities. Further analysis suggests that the stimulus-selectivity of the response profile of a PbN unit may be determined by stimulus-selective input from NTS cells that show similar response profiles. However, input from NTS cells with response profiles different from their own appears to be non-stimulus-selective. Analysis of the organization of response profiles in the two structures suggests that the cells in both the NTS and PbN cannot be easily distinguished by their patterns of sensitivity to taste stimuli.